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Abstract

The dark current in the WFC3/IR detector has remained stable at ∼0.021 DN/s (0.049
e-/s) since launch; there are no long term increases or decreases (Sunnquist et al., 2017).
However, image-to-image variations in the full-frame dark current levels as high as 0.014
DN/s (0.032 e-/s) exist that have yet to be explained (Sunnquist et al., 2017; Hilbert &
Petro, 2012). These variations limit the accuracy of the dark calibration carried out by the
calwf3 pipeline. In an attempt to address this issue, we have examined the relationships of
hundreds of HST telemetry parameters to the dark current level. We find that the dark
variations depend on where HST is in relation to the Sun and that the rate of change of
certain telemetry parameters, such as the input voltage to WFC3 and the IR detector
electronics board temperature, throughout this day/night cycle correlate with the IR dark
rate. Using reference pixel and input voltage information, we construct a full-frame
WFC3/IR dark current model capable of predicting the dark rate in WFC3/IR
observations. Tests show that this model reduces the error in the mean dark rate by more
than a factor of two compared to the current superdark calibration method carried out by
the calwf3 pipeline; however, the shape of the dark current image is calibrated similarly
using either of these calibration methods.

1 Introduction

Although the median dark current in the WFC3/IR detector has remained stable with
time at ∼0.021 DN/s (0.049 e-/s), variations as high as 0.014 DN/s (0.032 e-/s) are present
between images (Figure 1; Sunnquist et al., 2017). These variations limit the accuracy of the
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dark calibration carried out by the calwf3 pipeline. While these variations have been known
for some time (Hilbert & McCullough, 2009; Hilbert & Petro, 2012), a full explanation for
their origin remains unknown. In this report, we aim to determine the underlying cause
of these image-to-image dark current variations as well as construct a model capable of
predicting the dark rate in WFC3/IR observations.

Figure 1: The distribution of the median dark rates for our collection of SPARS100 darks.
The distribution here has a mean and standard deviation of 0.021 ± 0.0029 DN/s (0.049 ±
0.0069 e-/s) and a range of 0.014 DN/s (0.032 e-/s) (Sunnquist et al., 2017).

2 Data

For this investigation, we used 213 full-frame WFC3/IR darks spanning September 2009
to June 2016, all of which were obtained using a 16-read SPARS100 sample sequence with
exposure time of 1403 s. This is the same collection we used in our preliminary inves-
tigation of the IR dark variations (Sunnquist et al., 2017). We retrieved raw and cali-
brated flt and ima files from the MAST archive (Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes,
http://archive.stsci.edu/hst/search.php). These files had been processed using the
calwf3 pipeline v3.3 with the following switches turned on: DQICORR (data quality initial-
ization), ZOFFCORR/BLEVCORR (zero read/reference pixel subtraction), NLINCORR
(non-linearity correction), CRCORR (cosmic ray detection) and UNITCORR (conversion to
count rates).

We obtained persistence products for the darks using the PERSIST search form in the
MAST archive (https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/persist/search.php). These files
provided an estimate of the persistence levels in each dark due to IR observations taken up
to 16 hours prior to the dark. Details on IR persistence and a description of the model can
be found in Long et al. (2015) or on STScI’s persistence webpage (http://www.stsci.edu/
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hst/wfc3/ins_performance/persistence).
We used the final read data quality (DQ) arrays in the ima files as the basis for bad pixel

rejection. In addition, we flagged any pixels with persistence predicted to be greater than
0.002 DN/s (∼10% of the median dark rate) as bad and rejected any darks with over 20% of
pixels flagged. Unless otherwise specified, the analyses contained in this report do
not include any bad pixels. IR darks are taken with the BLANK (opaque) filter element
in place, but to further reduce the likelihood of our data being affected by light leaks, we also
rejected any darks observed with the Channel Select Mechanism (CSM) in the IR position,
i.e. in the position used to acquire external data (more information on light leaks can be
found in Hilbert & McCullough (2009)).

All of the IR darks that we used in this report are summarized in Table 2 in the Appendix;
all 213 of these darks satisfied the requirements specified above.

3 Dark Current Correlations

In the following sections we present a number of WFC3/IR dark current correlations
discovered during our search for the cause of the dark variations. Past studies have shown
that these variations occur on short, image-to-image timescales, and that the overall dark
current levels have remained stable since the earliest observations in 2009 (Sunnquist et al.,
2017; Hilbert & Petro, 2012). Sunnquist et al. (2017) found that the dark variations show
no correlation with certain detector areas (death star, unbonded pixels, etc.) or with the
shape of the reference pixel signals around the detector, and Hilbert & Petro (2012) found
no correlation with bias level or the angle of the Sun relative to the V1 direction of HST.
However, the dark rate does correlate with how the reference pixel signals (Sunnquist et al.,
2017) and input voltage to WFC3 (Hilbert & Petro, 2012) change over the duration of an
exposure.

3.1 HST Orbital Phase

Each of HST’s orbits around the Earth is a combination of a sunny portion, where HST
is immersed in sunlight, and a shady portion, where HST is within the Earth’s shadow
(i.e. the day/night cycle). A full HST orbit takes about 96 minutes, so in our ∼1400 s dark
exposures, HST completes about a quarter of its orbit around the Earth; thus, different darks
are observed during different segments of the orbital day/night cycle. To determine if HST’s
orbital phase has any effect on the dark rate, we plotted the median dark current against
the mid-exposure difference between HST’s position and the Sun’s position (as measured in
right ascension, or RA) for each of our dark exposures (Figure 2). From the plot, we see
that the median dark rate does depend on where HST is in relation to the Sun. The dark
rate steadily declines while HST is in the Earth’s shadow, reaching its lowest point right
before HST begins to move back into full Sun (dawn). From there, the dark rate exhibits
a subtle increase throughout the sunny portion of HST’s orbit and reaches its highest level
right as HST moves back into the Earth’s shadow (dusk). As we’ll show in later sections, a
number of instrumental conditions (voltages, temperatures, etc.) change in response to this
day/night cycle - the culmination of which may be the variations in the IR dark current.
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Figure 2: The median IR dark current throughout the day/night cycle of HST. The extreme
dark levels occur as HST moves in/out of the Earth’s shadow (dawn/dusk). The positions
of HST and the Sun were found using the mid-exposure times of the dark observations.

The results from Figure 2 show that the dark rate changes on the timescale of a typical
IR exposure. This means that the dark current in the first read of an observation may
differ significantly from that in later reads. This effect likely contributes to the non-linear
nature of the dark signal accumulation noted in Sunnquist et al. (2017) - a characteristic
that requires the dark subtraction by the calwf3 pipeline to be carried out on a read-by-read
basis. Because we used the dark flt files to measure the dark rate in Figure 2, we only
roughly show this effect as the flt files record a smoothed value of the dark rate over the
entire course of an observation (1403 s in our case).

3.2 Reference Pixel Behavior

The WFC3/IR detector has a five pixel wide border of reference pixels that are insensitive
to light but respond to thermal or electrical changes within the instrument (see Section 5.6.1
of the Cycle 25 WFC3 Instrument Handbook; Dressel, 2017). For the remainder of this
report, we opt to only use the four innermost rows of these reference pixels located on the
top and bottom of the detector; these pixels (hereafter the horizontal reference pixels) have
the same capacitance and are protected from the signal memory effects that influence the
vertical reference pixels (those on the left and right edges of the detector) in bright exposures
(Robberto et al., 2002; Sunnquist et al., 2017).

Sunnquist et al. (2017) found that the reference pixels exhibit a slight signal drift through-
out the readouts in various types of WFC3/IR exposures. In Figure 3, we show this signal
drift (hereafter reference pixel slope) for two SPARS100 darks. Dark exposures with more
negative reference pixel slopes have a lower dark current than those whose reference pixel
signals remain more stable throughout the exposure (Figure 3; Sunnquist et al., 2017).
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Figure 3: Left: The median horizontal reference pixel signal plotted for each read of two
SPARS100 darks. The slope of this line (i.e. the reference pixel slope) is a measure of the
up-the-ramp behavior of the reference pixels for a given exposure. Right: The relationship
between the reference pixel slopes and the median dark current for our full collection of
SPARS100 darks. In general, the more the reference pixel signals change up a given dark
ramp, the lower the dark current in the science pixels.

We considered whether this correlation between the reference pixel slope and the dark
current may be the cause of the dark variations, i.e. if the dark variations are imprinted
during calwf3 ’s reference pixel subtraction. However, if this was the case, we would expect
to see the inverse of what is shown in the right plot in Figure 3; the mean reference pixel
signals are subtracted from each read before these reads also have the zeroth read subtracted,
so a larger decrease in the mean reference pixel signals between the zeroth and subsequent
reads should result in higher calibrated signals in those later reads - though this is not what
we see here. Hilbert & Petro (2012) also found no evidence that the reference pixel sub-
traction was introducing false signals into the science pixels. Additionally, we recreated the
histogram from Figure 1 using the same darks but removing the reference pixel subtraction
from their calibrations; this resulted in the spread in the dark rates more than doubling, and
so the reference pixel subtraction seems to actually reduce the dark variations rather than
contribute to them.

Given the correlations shown in Figures 2 and 3, we suspected that the values of the
reference pixel slopes would change throughout HST’s day/night cycle. We see in Figure 4
that this relationship does indeed exist; here, we plotted the reference pixel slope for each of
our dark exposures against the RA difference between HST and the Sun at the mid-exposure
time of each of these dark observations. Since the reference pixels are designed to be respon-
sive to changing instrumental conditions (and to provide a correction for such changes), it is
not surprising that they exhibit different behaviors throughout HST’s day/night cycle. For
example, the input voltage to WFC3 is known to change as the incident flux on HST’s solar
panels changes, i.e. as HST moves in and out of the Earth’s shadow. Orbital breathing, or
the thermal expansion and contraction of the HST OTA (optical telescope assembly), is an-
other instrumental effect induced by this day/night cycle. The two extremes in the reference
pixel slopes occur when HST is moving in or out of the Sun - the times when one would
expect changing environmental conditions which could potentially affect the instrument.
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Figure 4: The up-the-ramp reference pixel behavior of dark exposures throughout HST’s
day/night cycle. The reference pixel signals change the most during exposures taken as HST
moves out of the Earth’s shadow and into the Sun (dawn). The most stable reference pixel
behavior occurs during exposures taken as HST moves out of the Sun and back into the
Earth’s shadow (dusk).

3.3 HST Telemetry Parameters

Our next investigation into the cause of the dark variations involved an exploration
of HST’s engineering telemetry parameters. The distinct reference pixel behavior seen in
Figure 3 implies that changing instrumental conditions may contribute to variations in the
dark rate. For this investigation, we tested ∼750 telemetry parameters for a correlation with
the dark rate. A complete listing of the engineering parameters including their descriptions
can be found in the supplemental “wfc3 telemetry.txt” file. For each parameter, we plotted
the value of the parameter at the mid-exposure time of a dark exposure against the median
dark rate in that exposure. Additionally, in order to see whether the change in a parameter
during an exposure was related to the dark rate, we fit a line to all of the parameter’s values
during a dark exposure and plotted the slope of this line (hereafter delta IXXX, where IXXX
corresponds to a certain measurement identification (MSID)) against the median dark rate
in that exposure. Figure 5 shows an example of how these “deltas” are calculated for each
individual dark exposure. An example of both dark current correlation search methods (i.e.
using either the mid-exposure or delta values of a parameter) is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5: The values of parameter I339 (IR Quadrants 3&4 Board Temperature) during
an individual dark exposure. The slope of this line, m or delta I339, summarizes how this
parameter changes during the exposure. These “deltas” are calculated for each dark and
every parameter using this same process.

Figure 6: Left: The mid-exposure value of I339 plotted against the median dark rate for each
dark exposure; no correlation is seen here. Right: The rate of change of I339 (delta I339)
plotted against the median dark rate for each dark exposure; here, we do see a correlation.

As anticipated, we found that a large number of the telemetry parameters show no
correlation with the dark rate. Many parameters are either not sampled to a resolution
comparable with the exposure times of our darks or correspond to a status (on/off, etc.)
that is the same for all of the dark exposures. In an effort to trim out these parameters
from future analysis, we eliminated any parameter that didn’t at least somewhat correlate
with the dark rate - that is, any parameter whose Pearson or distance correlation coefficient
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magnitude was less than 0.3. The combination of these two correlation measurements should
catch any strong linear or non-linear relationships, but to be safe, we manually inspected
each of the two types of plots shown in Figure 6 for all ∼750 telemetry parameters. The
final parameters retained for our study of the dark current variations are listed in Table 1.
Figure 7 is a correlation matrix showing how each of these parameters correlates with each
other and with the dark rate (see Figures 21-25 in the Appendix for individual plots showing
each parameter’s relationship with the dark rate).

Figure 7: A correlation matrix of the HST telemetry parameters that correlate with the IR
dark rate. The colors represent the Pearson correlation coefficient: dark red corresponds
to a strong positive linear correlation between two parameters while dark blue corresponds
to a strong negative linear correlation. Along the diagonal lies the self-correlation line with
either side of it the same as the other. Figures 21-25 in the Appendix contain individual
plots showing each parameter’s relationship with the dark rate.
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Table 1: A description of the parameters from Figure 7. These are the parameters that at
least somewhat correlate with the IR dark rate and were carried forward in the upcoming
analyses.

Mnemonic MSID Description Units

median median Median Dark Current DN/s
IRDBTECV I978 IR Detector Baseplate Thermo-Electric Cooler Voltage (V)
IRCETECV I975 IR Cold Enclosure Thermo-Electric Cooler Voltage Voltage (V)
IDRTECHT I971 IR TEC Hot Temperature (C)
IDRUVT I961 UVIS Radiator Temperature (C)
ICPCONDT I712 Optical Bench Cold Plate Condensor Temperature (C)
IVCHPRT I706 Variable Conductance Heat Pipe (VCHP) Radiator Temperature (C)
IDRTSCST I670 Detector Radiator Thermal Shelf Condenser Saddle Temperature (C)
IERBOTT I529 Electronics Radiator Bottom Temperature (C)
IUVEVAPT I523 UVIS Evaporator Temperature (C)
IUVCONDT I512 UVIS Condensor Radiator Temperature (C)
IDRIRT I300 IR Detector Electronics Board Radiator Temperature (C)
IDRIRCST I297 IR Radiator Condensor Saddle Temperature (C)
IDRUVCST I177 UVIS Radiator Condensor Saddle Temperature (C)
ILVPS2ST I166 Low Voltage Power Supply 2 Side Wall Temperature (C)
ILVPS1ST I165 Low Voltage Power Supply 1 Side Wall Temperature (C)
ICETECI2 I120 TECFIRE Cold Enclosure (CE) TEC Current Current (A)
IDBTECI2 I117 IR Detector Base Thermo-Electric Cooler Current Current (A)
ILVPS4T2 I114 Low Voltage Power Supply Board 4 Temperature (C)
ILVPS2ET I104 Low Voltage Power Supply 2 End Wall Temperature (C)
IM1CONDT I077 Main Electronics Box 1 Condensor Radiator Temperature (C)
IERCST I070 Electronics Radiator Condensor Saddle Temperature (C)
IMEB2HPT I066 Main Electronics Box 2 Heat Pipe Temperature (C)
IMEB1HPT I065 Main Electronics Box 1 Heat Pipe Temperature (C)
refpix slope refpix slope Horizontal Reference Pixel Slope DN/s
ICBVHTP2 I999 Cold Bench VCHP Heater Power Power (W)
IR6TECV I979 IR 6-Stage Thermo-Electric Cooler Voltage Voltage (V)
IUVTECV I977 UVIS 4-Stage Thermo-Electric Cooler Voltage Monitor Voltage (V)
IVHTRP2 I963 Variable Conductance Heat Pipe Heater Power Power (W)
IOBHTRP2 I844 Optical Bench Heater Power Power (W)
IOBRPHP2 I728 Optical Bench Radiator Plate Heater Power Power (W)
IRMONPIX I358 IR Monitor (Reference) Pixel Near Amp A (1, 1024) DN
IR3TMP I339 IR Quadrants 3&4 Board Temperature (C)
IR1TMP I329 IR Quadrants 1&2 Board Temperature (C)
IRSPBTMP I310 IR Signal Processing Board Temperature Temperature (C)
IUVWINT2 I160 UVIS Window Heater Temperature (C)
ITOTALI2 I097 Total Low Voltage Power Supply Input Current Current (A)
I28VIN2 I087 Spacecraft +28V Input to Low Voltage Power Supply Voltage (V)
dra hst sun dra hst sun Difference in RA between HST and the Sun RA

Immediately apparent in Figure 7 is the strong multicollinearity present between many of
the parameters. We anticipated this behavior for a number of the parameters; for example,
delta I358, the change in the IR monitor (reference) pixel near amp A, provides effectively
the same measurement as our reference pixel slopes from Figure 3, and many of the WFC3
thermistors are positioned in similar locations around the instrument - similar temperature
readings are expected for these. Also, any change to the spacecraft input voltage (I087) is
likely to permeate throughout the instrument, affecting many other temperature and voltage
measurements.

3.3.1 Input Voltage to WFC3

All of HST’s power comes from its solar panels. The low voltage power supply (LVPS)
routes this power from the batteries where it is stored into WFC3; I087 is the name of the
parameter that tracks this input voltage. The input voltage to WFC3 changes in a periodic
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pattern as HST orbits the Earth; it increases (batteries charging) as HST moves into the
Sun, holds steady while in full Sun exposure, and then decreases while HST is in the Earth’s
shadow (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Left: The input voltage to WFC3 over 4 orbits. Right: The input voltage to WFC3
at different times throughout HST’s day/night cycle (note: this is not an exact replica of
one of the cycles shown in the left plot).

Previous studies (Bushouse, 2009; Hilbert & Petro, 2012) found a relationship between
the measured dark rate and the input voltage to WFC3. We find a similar correlation in
our data. After plotting a measure of how the input voltage changes during a dark exposure
(i.e. delta I087, calculated as in Figure 5) against the median dark current in that exposure,
we found that observations where the input voltage is increasing have lower dark current
levels than those where the input voltage is decreasing (Figure 9). We also found that
observations where the input voltage holds steady (i.e. when HST is in full Sun exposure)
exhibit average dark rates. These results match those presented in Hilbert & Petro (2012),
and aren’t surprising given that we know the orbital position of HST, which influences the
input voltage (Figure 8), also affects the dark rate (Figure 2). It is likely that the dark
correlations with the various thermoelectric cooler (TEC) voltages/currents listed in Table
1 are all due to this input voltage behavior.
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Figure 9: The median dark current plotted against the change in input voltage to WFC3
throughout each dark exposure.

3.3.2 Temperature

Although we find a variety of temperature readings that are weakly correlated with the
dark current, none are as strong as the correlation with input voltage from Figure 9. An
example of one of these weak temperature correlations is shown below in Figure 10. Many of
the other temperature parameters listed in Table 1 have a similar correlation with the dark
rate, and we posit that this is due to both the proximity of many of WFC3’s thermistors
and the interconnectedness of the instrument’s thermal control mechanisms.
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Figure 10: The median dark current plotted against the mid-exposure temperature of the
IR radiator condensor saddle. The relationships between the dark rate and many other
temperature parameters listed in Table 1 show similarly weak correlations.

While static values of a variety of instrumental temperatures show no strong relation
to the dark rate, we do find that the dark current levels relate to how certain temperature
readings are changing throughout the dark exposures. Figure 11 shows that the dark current
is highest when the IR board temperatures are increasing throughout the dark exposure, and
lowest when they are decreasing. Again, these “deltas” are calculated as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 11: The median dark current plotted against the rate of change in the IR board
temperatures for quadrants 1 and 2 (left) and quadrants 3 and 4 (right) throughout each
dark exposure.

In Figure 12, we show that, like many of the previous dark current correlations, the
rate of change of the IR board temperature depends on the location of HST relative to the
Sun, and thus, the input voltage to WFC3; the rate of change of the IR board temperature
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increases and decreases while HST is in and out of the Sun, respectively. In order to confirm
that these temperature changes are tracked by the reference pixels, we plotted the reference
pixel slopes against these “delta I329” values (IR quadrants 1 and 2 board temperatures)
for each of our dark exposures (Figure 12, right).

Figure 12: Left: The rate of change of the IR quadrants 1 and 2 board temperature through-
out HST’s day/night cycle. Right: The rate of change of the IR quadrants 1 and 2 board
temperature plotted against the reference pixel slopes for each of our dark exposures. This
is one of the many telemetry parameters to which the reference pixels are expected to be
sensitive.

4 Creating a WFC3/IR Dark Model

In this section, we create a full-frame WFC3/IR dark model using the telemetry and
other dark current correlations shown in Figure 7. The tests necessary to develop this model
required us to divide our collection of 213 darks into two independent sets: a training set
(with 142 darks) and a testing set (71 darks). Our model, like our collection of darks, is
based solely on the SPARS100 sample sequence. While the various correlations should exist
for any sample sequence, the precise values related to these correlations, e.g. their R-values
and coefficients within a predictive dark model, depend on the sample sequence used. As
shown in Sunnquist et al. (2017), the horizontal reference pixel slopes correlate with the dark
rate for a variety of sample sequences, but the strength of this correlation and the actual
values of the slope measurements depend on the sample sequence studied.

4.1 Feature Selection

Using our training set of darks, we performed a forward stepwise regression as a means
of selecting features that, together, best predict the full-frame median dark rate. Here, the
parameter with the highest correlation to the dark rate from Table 1 was added to the
model; next, the remaining parameters from Table 1 were added and that which resulted in
the greatest improvement to a chosen model fit criterion was appended to the model. This
was repeated until the chosen model fit criterion began to worsen. In our case, we used the
adjusted R2, Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
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to measure the model quality; each of these measurements penalize for each additional
parameter added to the model which helps prevent overfitting. The additive nature in which
this feature selection is carried out helps protect against the strong multicollinearity seen in
Figure 7; for example, a parameter that highly correlates with another parameter already
in the model won’t add any new predictive power and, therefore, won’t be included in the
final model as it doesn’t improve the model fit. Almost all of the parameters in Table 1
correlate linearly with the dark rate - the exception being HST’s position relative to the
Sun. We found that this parameter’s relationship with the dark rate is well-described using
a third-order polynomial fit, and so we included each of these polynomial terms as candidates
in the forward stepwise regression. The results of this feature selection test are shown below
in Figure 13.

Figure 13: The results from the forward stepwise regression performed to find which com-
bination of parameters from Table 1 best predicts the full-frame median dark rate. The
model quality as additional parameters are added (from left to right) is shown using three
criteria: adjusted R2, AIC and BIC. The AIC/BIC axis is inverted as the model with the
lowest AIC/BIC is preferred.

For each type of model selection criterion, we found that the delta I087 parameter (the
rate of change of the voltage to WFC3 during an exposure) was the best predictor of the
full-frame median dark rate, and the addition of the reference pixel slope parameter also
significantly improved the model quality. Adding HST’s orbital phase as a third parameter
showed a slight increase in model quality for each model selection criteria; however, we know
from Figures 4 and 8 that this parameter is highly correlated with both the reference pixel
behavior and input voltage to WFC3, so it’s questionable how much predictive power it’s
actually adding to the model. Additionally, it is the most difficult parameter to calculate
(the mid-exposure locations of HST and the Sun must be derived using outside sources),
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so to make the application of this model more accessible we decided to not include it in
the final model and perhaps suffer a very slight decrease in model quality. Any additional
parameters added after this resulted in either no change, or a worsening of, the three model
selection criteria. In Figure 14, we show a comparison between the actual median dark
rates and the model predictions for our test set of 71 darks. The two plots in Figure 14
correspond to different models; the left plot uses only the input voltage and reference pixel
parameters to predict the dark rate while the right plot’s predictions are based on all 13
parameters that were selected using the adjusted R2 as the model selection criterion. We see
no noticeable decrease in the model’s predictive power using only the voltage and reference
pixel parameters.

Figure 14: A comparison in model prediction accuracy between a model using only the input
voltage and reference pixel behavior parameters (i.e. delta 1087 and refpix slope in Figure
13) to predict the dark rate (left) and a model using all 13 parameters from Figure 13 (right).
The mean and standard deviations of the offsets between the predicted and actual dark rates
for each model is also shown; no predictive power is lost using the simpler two-parameter
model. The models were created using our training set of darks; the testing set is what is
shown in this plot. The gray line is a 1:1 reference line.

Our final model of the full-frame median WFC3/IR dark current (given in units of DN/s)
based on our training set of darks, takes the form:

Median Dark Rate = −1.134 delta 1087 + 0.7562 refpix slope + 0.0250 (1)

This model makes conceptual sense: a number of the dark current correlations in Figure
7 are likely the result of the input voltage to WFC3 as any changes to the input voltage
will permeate throughout the instrument. Any remaining correlations may be accounted for
by the reference pixel slopes which are designed to be sensitive to changing instrumental
conditions (such as that in Figure 12).

4.2 The Delta Dark

In order to create a full-frame WFC3/IR dark model, we next needed to know what
values individual pixels would take given the predicted full-frame median dark rate from
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Equation 1. To accomplish this, we created a delta dark containing parameters that track
how individual pixels scale with the full-frame median dark rate. We chose the name “delta
dark” here since this file describes how the shape of the dark evolves as the overall dark
rate increases. Our process in generating this delta dark is very similar to that shown in
Hilbert & Petro (2012). For each pixel on the detector, we plotted the signal in that pixel in
each of our training dark exposures against the full-frame median dark rates in those same
exposures. Next, we fit a line to these points and recorded the slope and intercept for each
individual pixel. As this was a pixel-specific process and some pixels are flagged in every
dark image (e.g. hot/unstable pixels), we only excluded those pixels flagged as persistence
from the line fitting. Figure 15 shows an example of this process for two pixels - one on the
right edge of the detector and one near the center.

Figure 15: The dark current in a pixel near the center of the detector (left) and on the right
edge of the detector (right) plotted against the full-frame median dark current in each of our
training dark exposures. The delta dark records the slope and intercept of these lines for
each pixel on the detector. The slope provides a measure of how responsive a given pixel is
to changes in the full-frame median dark rate.

The two parameters contained in the delta dark (the slope and intercept from Figure 15)
for each pixel are shown below in Figure 16. The slope parameter shows how the shape of
the dark evolves with the overall dark current. We see behavior similar to that noted by
Hilbert & Petro (2012); that is, the dark signals in certain areas on the detector (mainly the
right/bottom edges and a horizontal bar about two thirds of the way up from the bottom)
increase more rapidly than other areas of the detector as the full-frame median dark rate
increases. Other areas, such as the central region and bottom left corner, are less responsive
to changes in the overall dark current.
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Figure 16: A visualization of the two delta dark parameters for each pixel: the slope (top)
and intercept (bottom). These two parameters were calculated for each pixel as in Figure 15
using our full training set of darks. The slope parameter shows how the shape of the dark
evolves with the detector-wide median dark current: red areas change more quickly with the
overall dark current whereas blue areas are less responsive to changes in the detector-wide
dark current.
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Using the delta dark, the dark current in a given pixel is given as:

Dark Currentx,y = mx,y [Full Image Median Dark Current] + bx,y (2)

From Equation 1, we know that the full-frame median dark current can be predicted
using the input voltage and reference pixel parameters, so our final WFC3/IR dark model
becomes:

Dark Currentx,y = mx,y [−1.134 delta 1087 + 0.7562 refpix slope + 0.0250] + bx,y (3)

Here, we see that a full-frame prediction of the dark current in a WFC3/IR exposure can
be made using only the behaviors of the input voltage and horizontal reference pixels during
that exposure. For example, the predicted dark current in pixel (x,y)=(501,448) (the same
pixel shown in the left plot in Figure 15) for an exposure with delta 1087=0.0020 V/s and
refpix slope=-0.0060 DN/s is given as:

Dark Current501,448 = 1.117 [−1.134(0.0020) + 0.7562(−0.0060) + 0.0250]− 0.0050 = 0.015 DN/s

The advantage of this model is that it could theoretically be used for any type of
WFC3/IR observation, regardless of exposure type; from Sunnquist et al. (2017), we know
that the horizontal reference pixel slopes are similar for all types of observations with a given
sample sequence (internal flat fields and darks as well as externals) since they don’t have
the signal memory effect that is present in the vertical reference pixels. The coefficients in
Equation 3, like our delta dark parameters, were derived using only our training set of darks;
in the next section, we test how well this equation performs using our independent test set
of darks.

5 Testing the WFC3/IR Dark Model

In this section, we create full-frame predictions of the dark current in our test set of
WFC3/IR darks and compare the results to a simulation of the current superdark calibration
method carried out by the calwf3 pipeline. As mentioned earlier, none of these 71 test darks
were included in the training set that was used to create the WFC3/IR dark model.

5.1 Superdark Creation

The current IR dark subtraction method carried out by the calwf3 pipeline involves sub-
tracting a superdark from each read in a given WFC3/IR ramp (ima file). The superdark
is essentially a persistence-flagged stack of all of the input dark ramps of a given sample
sequence (Dulude et al., 2014); it therefore represents a typical dark image, i.e. the peak
in Figure 1. Observations whose dark current deviates from this typical behavior, such as
the outliers in Figure 1, are currently limited in the accuracy of their dark current calibra-
tions. For our purposes, we created a pseudo-superdark (hereafter superdark, for brevity)
by median-stacking our training set of 142 darks - ignoring any pixels flagged as containing
either a cosmic ray or persistence.
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5.2 Superdark vs. Model Comparison

With the superdark created, we next constructed a full-frame WFC3/IR dark model for
each of our 71 testing darks using Equation 3. Again, this equation gives us a prediction
for the dark current levels in each detector pixel based solely on the reference pixel and
input voltage behaviors within the individual dark ramps (refpix slope and delta I087 from
Table 1). As stated earlier, the coefficients and delta dark parameters in this equation
are based solely on our independent training set of darks. Next, we subtracted this model
and the superdark from each test dark, binned the results by taking the median of each
13x13 pixel box around the detector, and recorded the sigma-clipped medians and standard
deviations of these binned difference images. No bad pixels were included in these statistical
measurements. Figure 17 shows an example of this process for an individual dark.
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Figure 17: Top: A comparison between one of our test darks (single dark ramp), the gener-
ated superdark, and the corresponding model dark derived using Equation 3. The full image
median values are shown in the titles. Bottom: The binned differences between the actual
dark and the superdark (left), and the actual dark and the model dark (right). The standard
deviations of theses difference images are shown in the titles; lower standard deviations here
correspond to a better calibration of the shape of the dark. To highlight any low-level resid-
ual patterns, the median value of each difference image was subtracted from itself. Here, we
see that the model dark matches the dark exposure better than the superdark in terms of
both the overall median value and also the shape of the dark current signal across the field of
view. The areas that evolve more or less quickly than the overall median dark rate (seen in
Figure 16) appear as residuals after the superdark subtraction (bottom left). In comparison,
residuals after the model subtraction (bottom right) are smaller since the model provides a
better estimate of the overall dark rate.

After performing this test for each of our 71 testing darks, we find that the model success-
fully predicts the overall dark current levels: the range in the median values of the calibrated
darks decreases by more than a factor of 2 when using the model dark as opposed to the
superdark (left panel in Figure 18). This was expected since the same superdark was used
to calibrate each of these darks (including the outliers from Figure 1), whereas the model
uses the reference pixel and input voltage information to create a dark correction tailored
to each dark exposure. While the model darks provide excellent matches to the overall dark
current levels in each of the test darks, the standard deviation of the residual structure is
not improved, hinting at the fact that some other noise source is dominating the residuals
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(right panel in Figure 18).

Figure 18: The sigma-clipped medians (left) and standard deviations (right) of the test
darks after subtracting either the superdark or tailored model dark and binning the results
(i.e. the statistics of the difference images shown at the bottom of Figure 17). The median
and standard deviation of the measurements as a whole are also shown in each plot. The
gray line in the right plot is a 1:1 reference line. The standard deviation of the calibrated
darks’ median values decreases by more than a factor of 2 when the model is used, and the
spread in these calibrated median values decreases from 0.011 to 0.0052 DN/s. The standard
deviations of these calibrated darks, however, are similar regardless of whether the model
dark or superdark was used.

We were initially surprised that an improved prediction of the overall dark current levels
didn’t also result in a better calibration of the shape of the dark signals given how the shape
of the dark current evolves with the overall dark rate (Figure 16). However, while many of
the test darks behaved in a similar fashion to the one presented in Figure 17, many others
did not. Figure 19 shows an example of a test dark that exhibits unexplained residuals
throughout both calibrated difference images even though the model provides an accurate
prediction of the overall median dark rate.
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Figure 19: Same as Figure 17 but for a different test dark (“actual”). The residuals are
similar for both model and superdark calibrated images (bottom panels) even though the
model for this dark provides an accurate estimate of the overall median dark current.

The residuals from Figure 19 (and others like it) don’t necessarily lie in the regions
showing distinct evolution with the full-image dark rate (see Figure 16). That is, the model’s
inability to improve the shape of the dark calibrations appears to be independent of the
shape evolution quantified by the slope in Figure 16. To verify this, we plotted the standard
deviation of all calibrated test darks (i.e. of the binned difference images such as those
in Figures 17 and 19) against their actual (pre-calibration) median dark rates when using
the model dark and the superdark (Figure 20). We find that there is a subtle increase in
the standard deviations of darks calibrated with the superdark the further the actual dark
rates stray from that of the superdark; however, a large spread exists at every actual dark
current level which suggests that something other than the shape evolution is affecting the
individual darks. We see a similar scatter in those darks calibrated with the model darks and
hypothesize that some kind of low-level correlated read noise may dominate the standard
deviation measurements - negating any improvement in the shape that should occur with a
better overall median dark current prediction.
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Figure 20: Standard deviations of the calibrated testing darks plotted against their actual
(pre-calibrated) median dark rates. The calibrations were carried out using either the super-
dark (left) or model dark (right). A large scatter in the standard deviation measurements
exists at every actual dark current level, suggesting that something other than the shape
evolution seen in Figure 16 is affecting how well the shape of the dark current is calibrated.

6 Summary and Conclusions

The full-frame median dark current in the WFC3/IR detector is ∼0.021 DN/s (0.049
e-/s) but can vary by 0.014 DN/s (0.032 e-/s) from image to image (Sunnquist et al., 2017).
We find that a large portion of the variation correlates with the position of HST relative to
the Sun and, therefore, is likely induced by changing instrumental conditions as HST moves
through its orbital day/night cycle. After an analysis of ∼750 HST telemetry parameters,
we confirm the relationship presented in Hilbert & Petro (2012): the rate of change of the
input voltage to WFC3 within a dark exposure strongly correlates with the dark current
levels in that exposure. We also find a moderate correlation between the dark current and
the rate of change of the IR electronics board temperatures, as well as a number of other
weak telemetry correlations (Figure 7).

Using reference pixel and input voltage information, we developed a full-frame WFC3/IR
dark current model capable of reliably predicting the overall dark rate in individual IR darks.
This model more than halves the remaining full-frame dark current signals that may result
when using the current superdark calibration method carried out by the calwf3 pipeline;
however, the model shows no improvement in removing the residual structure of the dark
current. As a consequence, the images that would benefit from using such a model dark in
place of a standard superdark in the calwf3 calibration pipeline are limited to those that are
dark current-dominated.
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Appendix

Figure 21: The median dark rate plotted against the HST telemetry parameters listed in
Table 1 for each SPARS100 dark.
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Figure 22: The median dark rate plotted against the HST telemetry parameters listed in
Table 1 for each SPARS100 dark.
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Figure 23: The median dark rate plotted against the HST telemetry parameters listed in
Table 1 for each SPARS100 dark.
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Figure 24: The median dark rate plotted against the HST telemetry parameters listed in
Table 1 for each SPARS100 dark.
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Figure 25: The median dark rate plotted against the HST telemetry parameters listed in
Table 1 for each SPARS100 dark.
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Table 2: List of all WFC3/IR darks used in this analysis. All of these darks were observed
using a 16-read SPARS100 sample sequence with exposure times of 1403 s.

Proposal ID Datasets
11929 ibcu02nfq, ibcu09mlq, ibcu0aodq, ibcu0gxzq,

ibcu0nrfq, ibcu0oamq, ibcu0ttyq, ibcu10jqq,
ibcu15ejq, ibcu1amjq, ibcu1nojq, ibcu1odoq,
ibcu1tctq, ibcu22sfq, ibcu23h5q, ibcu28ikq,
ibcu2aq3q, ibcu2bdjq, ibcu2nmqq, ibcu2oa1q,
ibcu2th7q, ibcu35z5q, ibcu36dqq, ibcu3alvq,
ibcu3bbuq, ibcu3gxlq, ibcu3nm3q, ibcu3oe7q,
ibcu41gpq, ibcu48ybq, ibcu49c5q, ibcu4al2q,
ibcu4bchq, ibcu4gzfq, ibcu4nfyq, ibcu54xgq,
ibcu5abiq, ibcu5gdxq, ibcu5nffq, ibcu5oqgq,
ibcu5tcgq, ibcu6adeq, ibcu6bqkq, ibcu6gc5q,
ibcu6nd7q, ibcu6oz7q, ibcu6tkbq, ibcu7ad0q,
ibcu7byqq, ibcu7gagq, ibcu7owmq, ibcu7tavq,
ibcu80xxq, ibcu87leq, ibcu88cmq, ibcu8akxq,
ibcu8bw3q, ibcu8ne7q, ibcu8tbuq, ibcu9bvkq,
ibcu9ghaq, ibcu9nktq, ibcu9oseq, ibcu9tcrq,
ibcua1keq, ibcua6a6q, ibcuadcyq, ibcuaeyqq,
ibcuajdfq, ibcuaqgfq, ibcub4axq, ibcubgfrq

12349 iblt03feq, iblt04r1q, iblt0akrq, iblt0idmq,
iblt0pd1q, iblt0qcrq, iblt0xdqq, iblt0ydoq,
iblt11drq, iblt12daq, iblt19clq, iblt1fdeq,
iblt1gczq, iblt1ngqq, iblt1og5q, iblt1vo3q,
iblt20cqq, iblt27crq, iblt28f8q, iblt2dg8q,
iblt2ehlq, iblt2mcqq, iblt2tjfq, iblt2uiwq,
iblt35mbq, iblt36jbq, iblt3bf9q, iblt3ceaq,
iblt3jcaq, iblt3kclq, iblt3rymq, iblt3sywq,
iblt4hl2q, iblt4ij4q, iblt51j9q, iblt59q6q,
iblt5fenq, iblt5gapq, iblt5nldq, iblt5olnq,
iblt60m1q, iblt67n9q, iblt68kiq, iblt6dnfq,
iblt6enhq, iblt6me3q, iblt75dhq, iblt76d9q,
iblt7bjtq, iblt7cjoq, iblt7jj6q, iblt7kj2q,
iblt7rdnq, iblt7zwoq, iblt83k6q, iblt84k1q,
iblt8ajqq, iblt8hk0q, iblt8pb4q, iblt8qndq,
iblt8xhwq, iblt8yhqq, iblt91cjq, iblt92c8q,
iblt99lpq, iblt9fe0q, iblt9gcwq, iblt9ncdq,
iblt9obyq, iblt9vj5q, iblt9wiyq, iblta3j3q,
iblta4iyq, ibltabf5q, ibltachsq, ibltaknmq,
ibltbmdlq

12695 ibvi08exq, ibvi09elq, ibvi0dijq, ibvi0eiaq,
ibvi0wllq, ibvi0xg4q, ibvi18iiq, ibvi1gjwq,
ibvi1ppmq, ibvi1qkhq, ibvi1zkmq, ibvi27m9q,
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ibvi28m7q, ibvi2iscq, ibvi37z5q, ibvi3lf2q,
ibvi3un3q, ibvi3vliq, ibvi46f8q, ibvi47dkq,
ibvi4eqyq, ibvi56ftq, ibvi66m2q, ibvi75iqq,
ibvi84f4q, ibvi85e0q, ibvi94daq

13077 ic5r0evnq, ic5r0ojeq, ic5r0pexq, ic5r15zrq,
ic5r16bvq, ic5r27btq, ic5r37ngq, ic5r44vjq,
ic5r53exq, ic5r54coq, ic5r66myq, ic5r74akq,
ic5r75rfq, ic5r83l3q, ic5r94v5q, ic5r95hxq

13562 icf943jjq, icf944dvq, icf945e6q, icf946guq,
icf947jdq, icf948jrq, icf949gqq

14008 icqm41rcq, icqm42rjq, icqm43rtq, icqm44s8q,
icqm45sjq, icqm46snq, icqm47ucq

14374 id0c41rbq, id0c42rfq, id0c43s0q, id0c44tbq,
id0c45tnq, id0c46usq, id0c47a2q
Total Number: 213
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